
  E42 Class Newsletter Term Two 

                        The Calendar   

Everyday we go to school we add a number to the hundreds 

chart. We are almost up to one hundred. When it is one 

hundred days of school there might be a party. I think that it 

is going to be one hundred days of school on the tenth of 

July. (Everlee) 

 I think that we are going to hit one hundred days of school 

on the third of July because its been ninety days of school 

and there are ten more days of school left. (Shaun) 

    Our Learning - Exposition Writing  

We have been learning about Exposition 

Writing. It is a special type of writing. Firstly 

it will tell people what to do. We also know that it will 

tell people what you are thinking. You give three rea-

sons, why you should  do  it, or have it,  like ‘Should you 

have a pet dog?’  (Achilles, Raihan, Chloe)                 

                     Physical Education 

In Physical Education we have  learnt about 

basketball. We have learnt how to dribble, shoot the ball 

into a hoop, give it hand to hand, and bounce  the ball 

with one hand.  We also know how to do hurdles. 

(Dherya and Samih) 

                         Japanese 

In Japanese we did the seasons. We 

wrote the seasons and drew 

pictures of the seasons like 

Spring, Summer, Autumn 

and Winter. I like Japanese. Going to Japanese is fun.  

                                 (Sihan Aaliyah)  

                           Dream Big  

On Dream Big we wore our pyjamas 

to school. We made Dream Big hats 

with our buddy class. We wore the 

hats to  the gathering. There were lots 

of speeches at the gathering and we 

had to be quiet so we could hear. We just loved Dream 

Big so so so really really much. It was the best day ever. 

(Stephanie and Milla) 

             Reading  Eggs   

We have  learnt that you can get better at 

reading on Reading Eggs. You learn how to 

get better at your words.  (Zachary) 

 

                Memory Boxes and Time-lines 

We made a memory box to put photos and pictures in so 

we could remember what happened during the term. 

(Vanshika, Mia). 

A time-line shows how you have grown up and changed in 

different ways. For example in 2015 we went to Kindy. In 

2016 we went to Reception. In 2017 we went to Year One.  

(Aaravi and Lucy) 

    Science Technology Engineering and Maths   

                                     STEM 

We  designed instruments to measure the weather. We 

made  thermometers,  rain gauges,  and an anemometer. 

We made the anemometer because in Science we are do-

ing measuring and we were catching the wind in the cups. 

We tested our instruments and then tried to make them 

better. Ethan’s rain catcher in the first test caught two milli-

metres of rain and five and a half millimetres the next time. 

His rain catcher caught more rain in the second test. 

(Ethan, Mina, Mariam, Aiden)     

 

 

 

 

 

Testing the rain gauges  


